
Cultural Activities
Itinéraires on the Paths of History

OSTENDE

On demand and tailor made
Prices are all included

We are not subject to the VAT
According availability of our partners



LIVE ART AS AN “ART DE VIVRE”
Since 1986, we have developed our expertise in a very special
field: cultural tourism.

Our initial ambition is to live art as an « art de vivre », to lead
participants by their hand on our trips and tell them a story:
the story of a place, its population, its architecture and its
culture in the broadest sense.

Our team of professionals works on demand, adapting and
creating tours and tailor-made programs.

Cultural tourism, special events and incentives, marketing
and communication to be integrated in your seminar or
congress: from the guided tour to your cultural event,
Itinéraires answers promptly in (almost) every language.
Each proposal is adaptable to your wishes and the reality of
your timing and objective.

Our Association



1) Guided walking tour 

Ostend, its long sandy beach, its casino, its century-old 
tramway, its Albert I promenade facing the North Sea, its 
carnival, its lively nights on the Langestraat, its shrimp 
croquettes...This is a postcard of the town that was, at the 
beginning of the 20th century, the 'queen of beaches' on the 
Belgian coast. The royal family fell in love with Ostend and the 
rich bourgeoisie followed. Ostend became a sort of Flemish 
Monte Carlo, with a few mansions still visible and the 400 m 
long colonnade of the "royal galleries".

Practical information

City tour with our cultural guides
Outdoor guided tour
Maximum 25 people per guide/group



2) Guided Tour + Interior Visit

Follow our guides to discover the history of the city and its art 
and heritage collections. From castles and citadels to gardens, 
museums and the most unusual attractions, our guides will 
enchant you with their knowledge.

Practical information

Guided tour of maximum 4 hours
Including 1h30 visit to a Museum (Mercator, MuZee, Maison 
Ensor, Fort Napoléon...)
Maximum 15/20 people per guide/group
With possible back-up guide(depending on the interior)



3) Greedy Tour – Food Tour

Ostend is synonymous with shrimp croquettes, mussels and 
chips, as well as great beers (some brewed in the region), 
and the great Belgian classics: waffles and chocolates.Follow
the guide on a cultural and sensory tour, to enjoy the taste 
and view of the sea.

In practice
- Duration: 3h00
- Guided stroll through the town, followed by a tasting of 

2/3 specialities (including beer, chocolate, cakes, chips, 
mussels, and any other speciality depending on the 
region...).



4) Lunch / Dine Around

We invite you to take a beer and charcuterie starter, a meal and 
a dessert in some of the city's most typical places. A guided walk 
that offers a unique opportunity to discover or rediscover the 
typical delicacies of our regions and to explore the history of 
these places, accompanied by one of our guides...

Practical information

Duration: 3 to 4 hours
3-course lunch in 3 different establishments:
Beer starter, cheese and charcuterie in the first establishment
Traditional Belgian dish + 2 drinks in a typical restaurant
Dessert and drink in the last venue



5) Who Killed … City Game with our actors

Following in the footsteps of the world's most famous detective, we invite
you to criss-cross the city in search of clues that might put you on the
trail of the murderer. You'll take on the role of a team of aspiring
detectives in search of information about a cold case that's still
open.Good luck, and don't forget to use your "little grey cells".

Practical Information

- Welcome and briefing by our detective host, Jean Hercule du Poireau.
- Participants are divided into 5 or 6 teams
- Distribution of an outline map, timing and suspect cards.
- Following the instructions on the timetable and the blank card, the

participants set off to find the suspects, listen to their testimony and
collect the clues, as well as discovering the history of the town and
taking part in the challenges proposed at each stage.

- Final drink and unravelling of the mystery in a private area
- Length of activity: min 2h30 max 4h



Prices (per person, all inclusive)

Guided Tour Visit + Museum Food Tour Lunch Around Who Killed … City 
Game

The price includes Guide(s) max 2h,3h,4h,full 
day

Guide(s) max 4h, back-
up guide, tickets, our 

services

Guide(s) max 4h, three 
tastings, our services

Guide(s) max 4h, Lunch 
Around, our services

Animation team for max 4h, 
equipment, tasting, 

coordination, final drink, 
our services

8-15 pax 220€/260€/280€/620
€

76€ p.p. 58€ p.p. 132€ p.p. 545€ p.p.

16-25 pax 220€/260€/280€/620
€

56€ p.p. 39€ p.p. 112€ p.p. 279€ p.p.

26-35 pax 2* price indicated 59€ p.p. 42€ p.p. 117€ p.p. 176€ p.p.

36-50 pax 2* price indicated 52€ p.p. 45€ p.p. 110€ p.p. 132€ p.p.

51-75 pax 3* price indicated 50€ p.p. 43€ p.p. 110€ p.p. 98€ p.p.

76-100 pax 4* price indicated 47€ p.p. 42€ p.p. 110€ p.p. 79€ p.p.

From 100 pax On request On request On request On request On request



We work on demand: do you want to modify the offer?
Adapt it to your budget? Add more experiences?
We are always ready to listen!

Sophie Le Grand
Director

Andrea Snaidero
Group Manager

__________________________________________

info@itineraires.be
+32 (0)496 38 85 94
N. Entreprise: 0880 - 587- 081

ANY QUESTIONS?
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